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One of the most common, and useful, accessories to be found in most photographers’ bag is 

an external flashgun. These have two great advantages over the built-in flashgun that most 

cameras come with. Firstly, it is much more powerful, which greatly extends the range and 

flexibility of the unit. Secondly, and very importantly, as the external flashgun is further 

away from the lens, it reduces the chance of light bouncing back from the eyes of a person 

being photographed. This light causes the  model to have bright red eyes, but by altering 

the angle of the light to the lens, this unwanted effect is much rarer. 

 
 

 

 

Unit One—Flashgun Guide Numbers. 

GN 
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The Guide Number of a flashgun is very important 

to understand; it’s a measure of how powerful the 

light output of the flashgun is. 

 

Unfortunately many manufacturers seem to try to 

make this as difficult as possible, as we will see! 

 

Quote from a salesperson in a camera shop in reply 

to my question, ‘What is the Guide Number of this 

flash?’  It’s 6 volts! Wrong! 

The Guide Number of your flashgun  is calculated as the maximum flash-to-subject distance 

multiplied by the f-stop used to give a correct exposure. 

 

So if a flashgun can correctly illuminate an object at 15m using f2, then it has a GN of 30.  

More usefully, if you know the GN of your flashgun, you can work out the correct f-stop to 

use if you know the distance of the flash from the object you are photographing.  

 

If the GN is 30 and the distance is 3m, your f-stop should be at (30/3) f10. 

 

This simple calculation can be thrown into disarray , however when manufacturers arbitrarily 

change the rules of the calculations.  This calculation assumes that you are measuring in   

metres and using a baseline of ISO100. Using feet, or a higher ISO will create the impres-

sion of a much more powerful flashgun. As I use ISO400 normally, I effectively gain two F-

stops of power. So, with my GN30 flashgun at 3m, I would need an F-stop of f16 (two stops 

smaller than my original f10.With digital cameras, I can always set my camera on auto, or 

adopt a ‘trail and improve’ method of setting my aperture, but a basic understanding of the 

GN of you flashgun will save time and improve your understanding of  the way light works. 

 

However, when going into the camera shop, you can make sure that you purchase the correct 

flashgun for yourself by remembering to check that the GN should always be in metres and 

calculated  from ISO100. 
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Unit One—Flashgun Inverse Square Law. 

 

This flashgun has been set at ISO160. 

 

If I’m 3m away, I need f16. 

If I’m 12m away I need f4 
 

 

3x16=48 

12x4=48 

Simply put, the inverse square law states 

that if you move a light source twice as 

far away, you will  only one quarter of the  

light on the subject. Three times as far—

one ninth of the light. 

 

So, in a stadium (for example) if  I need a 

certain amount of light to illuminate my 

daughter at 2m, then I would  only  get 

1/50² of the illumination if she was 100m 

(50 times as far) away. Or to get the 

same amount of illumination, I’d need 

2500 times as much light! 

Assignment. 

 

One of the more challenging uses of an external flashgun is using it outside in daylight. If it 

is possible to alter the power output of your flashgun try to take some portraits using your 

flashgun using this technique. 

 

Putting the camera on manual, meter the scene for the maximum flash synchronisation speed 

of your camera (usually 1/250 of a second). Then reduce the power of your flashgun to 1/8 

of the normal power output and take some test shots. 

 

A degree of experimentation may be required, but make notes of which work best for you 

camera/flashgun combination and add the successful (and test shots) to your sketchbook. 


